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TORONTO

Qijuk Design Innovations Inc. 

One Dundas Street West, Suite 2500 

Toronto, ON, Canada 

M5G 1Z3

Phone: +1 416 593 8021

Fax: +1 416 204 1939

info@qijuk.com

HONG KONG

Qijuk Design Innovations (Asia-Pacifi c) Ltd.

20/F One International Finance Centre, 

Suite 08 

1 Harbour View Street, Central 

Hong Kong

Phone: +852 2824 8504

Fax: +852 3669 8008

info@qijuk.com

STOCKHOLM

Qijuk Design Innovations A.B.

Stureplan 4C, 4th fl oor

Stockholm, 114 35

Sweden

Phone: +46 (0)8 463 10 43

Fax: +46 (0)8 463 10 10 

info@qijuk.com
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Pannaq is sustainably harvested, Canadian 
solid wood and fl oorings, naturally heat- 
treated for enhanced beauty, durability and 
performance.

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵ֗ࣨچΚٕ۞ףஞՕױ但䬞䦡

ऱཤࣥΔ伨㧄֚ྥ䴴ףՠݾ㢜Δ㥣ޓࡎ叿Δפ౨

ભტΖʳࠠޓ။Δ؆儂࠱ޓ



Qijuk Design Innovations supports eco-responsibility by 

developing lifestyle solutions for the green consumer. 

As a Canadian company, we are inspired by the natural 

beauty and creative culture of our home and are 

committed to sharing our sustainable creations with 

like-minded people everywhere.

Pannaq is sustainably sourced Canadian wood, 

heat-treated for signifi cant structural and aesthetic 

benefi t, fashioned into fl ooring, furniture and accessories. 

Pannaq is custom-tailored by our top designers, 

meticulously selected from Europe and around 

the world to create truly personalized green solutions. 

ΔીԺՊԳᩓ۞ྥ凹Նύ児儳䥋ᄅֆ͊ױஞՕόף

ᄭհ吗ऱࡉ冢ᩓؓᘝΔאಳڼڇޣഗ丨Ղ৬ޓم㨕呄Ε

但ױࡉޣ䣈Δଫ咏凮ृऱᏁسזભऱ䶂ݙޓ

䦡୶ऱ᪔ଖΖףஞՕભऱ۞ྥ咾ࡉ٠㭦ऱԳ

֮咾ൣᖿ䦡Աݺ䣙ऱ㦦ტΖݺ䣙ኩრ㰒㪤ࠄ䣈Δ։

ऱ֖ࣛ䣙Ζٵ㷂٥ڶ䣙ݺࡉڶࢬ伲٤ࠆ

ʳϘ䬘伌܌ϙֵޗ७ٕ۞ףஞՕױ但䬞䦡ऱཤࣥ

凹ᄭΔຏ㧄䴴㢊ݾ㢜Δ༼Աֵޗऱ伬Ე㺉ࡉࢤભ

儂ய࣠Δ咾ᣇ٤Ζ⃰شՊࠠڶ䶂זۯऱ୮ࠠΕچ

ࣨΕ֗אس䣈Ζ䝢۞㩚֗چٺऱߐ児儳

㣣䨚吿Δ㢸㰒൞ऱ佘سۥհ㴤䦣ݙګભ䶂㨕Ζ

We believe in the creative use of beautiful, 

natural and sustainable materials. 
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Qijuk Design Innovations Inc. is based in Toronto, 

Canada, and dedicated to the development of unique 

lifestyle solutions for the discerning eco-consumer. 

Founded through a partnering of expert minds in 

business and design with a mutual interest in green 

technology, Qijuk is rooted in sustainable values. Our aim 

is to promote the protection of our environment through 

the responsible and innovative use of natural materials, 

and to cultivate an appreciation of our natural world 

through eco-sensitive, inspiring, yet practical design. 

Through the development of beautiful, practical solutions 

for the green-minded consumer, Qijuk supports the global 

shift towards green living. Pannaq solid wood technology 

uses the benefi t of natural heat treatment to enhance 

sustainably sourced Canadian lumber. The intelligent 

alternative to untreated woods or chemically processed 

materials, Pannaq serves as an ideal medium for creating 

personally tailored fl ooring and furnishings for the 

sustainable lifestyle consumer.

ό͊ױՆύ児儳䥋ᄅֆ䭇ຝۯՊףஞՕڍ䣥ڍΖݺ䣙

ીԺՊ䦡୶ࡉං㡌ױ但شࠌऱ㩾অ䣈ࡉʳϘ佘سۥ䬾

凮ϙΔʳຏ㧄ᩓࠠڶઌٵ佘ۥ㩾অ儂ऱ䢓ᲔΕ

䝤㢜䨚ࡉ児儳䢑୮܂ٽΔԺٽڇޣࡉشࠌঅ䮍ੴ凪۞

ྥ凹ᄭऱٵ㦍Δچړޓ䢠佘ۥऱ䶂سזࣚ䥜Ζ

யڶ㢑۞ྥ㩾ቼڇمऱ䥋ᄅΔຟਢ৬ڶࢬ册ਢΚࢭ䣙ऱݺ

অ䮍ऱഗ丨ՂΖ

פګࡉཕᐝش凮Δۥං۩佘ࡉ䰬ਢΚ位䮍ؾ䣙ऱݺ

ऱᄗΔݺނ䣙ऱ䣈ᘜԵࠩԳ䣙سٺ㠺ߡᆵΔࠡח㡰

㢊լڇΔ㡰劔ؗ㨜Ζ

伨ࠌ䬾ൈ༛㩾ΔԾ౨سՊܓڶਝנਢΚ䥋ທࡎࠌ䣙ऱݺ

䳕但ࢤߜ䦡୶ऱ֊㨕ױ۩ऱᇞ㢾ֱூΔ儻߷ࠄᩓݺ䣙ڶ

㷂سٵ٥䬾რ兘ऱᆢΔլጥਢ㠺ԳΔ㪦ਢֆΔຟ౨։

凝ၦࠩ༼֒Ζس䣙ऱהࠌ䣙ऱ䥋ທΔݺࠆ

Company Profi leʳֆ亞տ
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但ױࡉྥ۞ભΕش劑چࢤ䣙䨪ॾΚ䥋ທݺ

䝢ʳΖآऱړભףޓנறΔؘ㰒Ეޗऱشࠌ
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Pannaq is a highly personalized form of expression for the 

discerning taste of the modern eco-consumer. Through 

individual consultation with our accomplished designers, 

Pannaq fl ooring and furnishings are custom-tailored to 

your specifi c tastes; an artistic yet practical contribution 

to your environment.

AGING

In addition to its natural beauty and boutique design, 

Pannaq is a structurally enhanced alternative to untreated 

lumber. Its resistance to damage from heat and humidity 

makes Pannaq suitable for areas typically incompatible 

with untreated wood. This includes radiant heat and other 

fl oorings, and for use in saunas, bathrooms and kitchens.

Resistance to wear and tear also protects the lifespan 

of your Pannaq wood, preventing the excessive 

maintenance, repair and replacement seen with traditional 

wood furnishings. This prevents waste of both time and 

resources, making your investment in green living viable, 

long-term, and economical.

RETURN

Pannaq refl ects the personal expression of green 

living – the decision to function harmoniously with nature, 

and cultivate surroundings in tune with the environment. 

With the entire cycle kept in mind throughout 

development, Pannaq’s fundamentally green nature 

enables it to return gracefully to the earth. It is completely 

biodegradable, or consumable as a non-toxic fuel.

ծ༄ڶΔ䮑ߺ咗֏ࢤ㠺ࡉ們㢜Εՠ䢓ڇऱ児儳㣣䣙ߐ

伨唺Δ൞אױԫ㢑ԫچᩓה䣙㦛ຏΔਊᅃ൞ऱ࠺Δ児

儳נਝ㨕شԾ們㢜ऱ䣈Ζ

㥣ࡎ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙೈԱ䮑ڶ۞ྥऱભტ֗࠱။ऱ児儳հ؆Δࠡ

ֵ凝伬ᲔՈ၌הࠡנẊ㮕ऱֵޗΖݼ㻭Εݼᑪ䳶Ε

ፍᔽऱ㭠ΔشאױࠡࠌՊڍẊ㡢Δ㪤ਢࠡޗֵה

Εޭ௮ࢪΕௌஞ௮Ε㹒ࣨچ䴴چڕլ౨ࠩऱΔֺࢬ

吗Ζ㢑Պֽధ݅ࢤऱ㭠ΔࠌϘ䬘伌܌ϙګ䢠Ա㡬

؆ٖ吕Ε㭦ֵۣΕํ䱅Εٖ吕৫㤤ኀ僞哨Δ۟ٺẊ

劑㣅ٖ吕児ਜऱԫẊუ㳪䮕ΖࠡᘞۥΕᔽፍࡉ

ױ֗א吕児ਜ䬈伲൞叿Նऱ唺ΔٖࠄঅԱ㪤┛ࢤۧ

但سֱڤऱ࠹ࠆΖ

䨜Δૃشࠌϙऱ܌㱐䮃ՕԱϘ䬘伌ٵΔڴށݼࡉ֏۔ݼ

ᩓ䣠伸ֵޗઌֺΔՕՕ㴈֟Ա位䮍位ଥޓ䮨ऱ凮شΔਝ

倓ઊ㦍吗Ծ倓仿凹ᄭΔח൞ऱދ凹ढࢬڶଖΖ

گڃ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙז।㷂㠺֗ࢤ佘سۥֱڤऱ㳪䮕ΫΫᩓ۞

ྥઌ㣇冕Δᩓ㩾ቼઌ⃰䬗ΖʳϘ䬘伌܌ϙ۞۟ࡨ伡凤䬲٤

֚ྥऱΔ٤佘ءۥ凝ګࠡࠌ䢠່֨ױऱگڃढΖ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ䣈ऱᖞ㠺ࡌࡎسཚΚ㡘Ẋཬࠩس䣈Δ٦ࠩ

但䦡୶ױΔຟ凤ઠԱ။ऱگڃױ٤ݙ伡伬㦍ऱشࠌ

䢠ֵ܂ढ૾ᇞΔسױۍ։ۍچΖ،㢩劓Ւࢤ䬾㩾অسࡉ

୭勋ढΖڶᗏ䴯䥉㡰ԫ䢖ޗ
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Pannaq natural solid wood 
and fl oorings offer: 

High dimensional stability 
Biological and decay resistance 
Hardwood alternative 
Engineered wood alternative
Sustainable sourcing
Natural heat treatment
Non-toxicity
Custom design

ROOTS

Pannaq is a modern solution to wood fl ooring 

and furnishing, incorporating function and bespoke 

design with environmental consideration at every 

stage of its life cycle.

Sourced from Canadian FSC certifi ed forests, Pannaq 

solid wood is locally harvested and naturally treated 

through our proprietary heating technique. Decades of 

research have proven the benefi ts of heat-treated natural 

wood, resulting in wide acceptance throughout North 

America and Europe.

Pannaq is a clear alternative to chemically treated or 

other processed lumber, even among green options. 

Through our continuous innovative research and 

development, it sets the standard for ecologically 

harmonious living.

LIFE

Pannaq’s natural origins make it suitable for any 

surface in our everyday life. From the warm luxury of 

radiant fl ooring to the intricate beauty of kitchen 

accessories, the purity of natural materials is now 

available wherever desired.

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ٤֚ྥ㨕ֵ֗ࣨچऱ࠱။凝Κʳ

伬Ე乥ࢤʳ

䦣凝֗ፍ䴬ʳݼ

۶࿏ֵٚזཙױ

ޗՠ㧄ऱֵף۶ٚזཙױ

但७ٕʳױ

٤֚ྥ䴴㢊ݾ㢜ʳʳ

㡰୭ʳ

児儳ࠫױ

७ٕʳ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵਢ䶂ֵࠫז୮ࠠ֗ࣨچऱ່ছऎ䣈Ζ

،լ܀伬ٽԱԳࢤ֏ऱפࠫ౨児儳Δࡌࡎسࠡڇޓཚ

ऱޢԫ㠺呂ຟᘜԵ㢑位䮍佘ۥ㩾অऱە傕Ζʳʳ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵ७ٕՊףஞՕ伨طཤࣥጥࡡ䦱㢸ʳ(FSC)

儶兓ऱཤࣥΔ伨㧄ݺ䣙䴴ףՠݾ㢜㢊ΖϘ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕

ֵ䴴㢊ݾ㢜伨㧄䀀ԼڣऱઔߒΔࠡݾ㢜㧦ࠩཏሙ

儶ױʳΔקભ֗㩚ڰچٺբ㡌ऑ൷ڢ࠹䬗شΔ،৬مԱ

Պ㢑ൈ㪦ਢ㩾অऱנऱᄅ䰬Ζ㡰兌ਢس冢ࡉྥ۞

ऱ㳪䮕Ζࠋϙ㨕ֵຟਢ່܌傕ʳΔϘ䬘伌ە

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙਢԫẊ౨㴥ז࠷֏䝤ፍֵ֗ࠡޗֵࢤޏה

ऱ佘ۥ㩾অ㳪䮕Ζຏ㧄ݺ䣙լ㵱ऱ䥋ᄅઔࡉߒ䦡୶Δ،

䢠س䬾֗ࡉ冢س児مԱᄅऱ䰬Ζ

䬗ش

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ٤֚ྥ۞נऱ㭠Δش⃰ࠡࠌՊֲൄسٚ

۶䪾૿Ζ㡘ᎌ䦀ऱچ䴴ࠩࣨچጲભऱ㹒ࠫࢪΔუڇش

ୌߺ༉ڇشୌߺΔঅ兓٤ڜΖʳ

ࠫऱԳՓسۥ佘ϙ㪦ીԺՊ䢠ശ܌㦍ΔϘ䬘伌ٵ

児儳儳٪Ζ㡰兌ਢࣨچΕ୮ࠠΕشൄֲࢨΔ㩾অრ

兘ऱسֱڤຟڢլრ࠺ထ㥯㢑㠺ࢤऱಳޣΖݺ䣙

Life Cycle ࡌࡎسཚ
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Pannaq M compared to untreated maple in high-humidity conditions, over a 24-hour period 
䦣ֺ剭ݮऱࣨچ伨㢊㧄ऱ֚ྥ䰢ֵآMᩓ܌䳶৫㦕ٙՀΔ䬘伌ڇ

ʻڇ၌㧄24՛㦍ऱ㦍吗㡕儂䳒ʼ

Pannaq M compared to untreated maple in high-heat conditions, over a 24-hour period 
䦣ֺ剭ʳݮऱࣨچ伨㢊㧄ऱ֚ྥ䰢ֵآMᩓ܌㻭৫㦕ٙՀΔ䬘伌ڇ

ʻڇ၌㧄24՛㦍ऱ㦍吗㡕儂䳒ʼ
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Acceptable Levels of Formaldehyde Emission for Hardwood Flooring
㨕ֵࣨچϘظㅚ勋ၦϙऱױ൷ૃ࠹䨜ֺ剭

FORMALDEHYDE EMISSION (PPM) ࿏ֵࣨچऱظㅚױ൷ֽؓ࠹ऱඈၦ

U.S. 
OSHA
ભ㧺侴䢓٤ڜᩓ
ൈጥݝऱઌ
䤤䰬

U.S. ANSI
ભ㧺㧺୮䰬㣇
㢸ऱઌ䤤䰬

JAPAN JIS/JAS 
ϩϩϩϩ

JIS/JAS䰬ءֲ

EUROPE E0
㩚䰬ʳE0

CHINA E0
խ㧺䰬E0

CHINA E1
խ㧺䰬E1

PANNAQ M
Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙM

RADIANT HEAT 
FLOORING
ཏຏچ䴴ࣨچ

1.5.60.300.0 .90 1.2
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INTERIOR

Pannaq is ideal for a wide range of applications in your 

sustainable lifestyle. Our solid Canadian wood is suitable 

as radiant heat fl ooring to provide indulgent and effi cient 

heat in every room. With improved structural integrity 

compared to untreated wood, Pannaq demonstrates less 

warping or splitting when used as fl ooring, furniture and 

other custom items. The natural treatment provides a 

greener option than engineered woods. Additionally, our 

world-class designers combine your personal style 

with creative expertise to ensure you get the perfect 

design solution for your home.

EXTERIOR

Our patented heat treatment provides exceptional 

longevity, withstanding the wear and tear of outdoor use 

and exposure to the elements. Pannaq is resistant to 

most fungal and insect attacks, reducing the need for the 

frequent maintenance and repair seen with traditional 

lumber. An elegant solution for your exterior living spaces, 

Pannaq can be used as decking, cladding, fencing, or as 

furniture and other outdoor structures. Bring your living 

space into nature with the confi dence of green materials, 

personalized style and the durability necessary 

to provide a lifetime of enjoyment.

WATER

Kitchens, bathrooms and spas provide sanctuary in our 

daily lives. Natural wood’s purity and comfort are a 

perfect fi t for these important rooms. Yet warping and 

deterioration are a common concern, and repair or 

replacement can be wasteful and costly. Pannaq 

solid wood features naturally enhanced structural 

capacity, with noticeably less swelling or shrinkage 

due to heat and humidity. This durability provides a truly 

sustainable solution without the chemical emissions 

of engineered woods. 

㡕

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙਢױ但䦡୶ऱسֱ່ڤუऱ㳪䮕Δڢ

ஞՕ䣈ऱ㨕ֵΔ倓仿ף䣙ݺ吗Ζ़ش㷂Პࠡ㡌ऑऱ䬗ڶ

౨Δཋ䴴ᲞࠋΔॺൄ⃰ٽچ䴴ࣨچΖᩓآ伨㢊ऱ

ᪿऱ伬Ე乥ޓڶϙ㨕ֵ䮑܌ஞՕϘ䬘伌ףઌֺΔޗֵ

ΔຟֵࠫהΕ୮ࠠΔ㪦ਢࠡࣨچ䴴چΔլጥਢࢤ

Პ֟נ䶂侣ڴΕ䬞ါ䶂ွΖ伈֚ྥऱ㢊㧄࿓ࠌϘ䬘

伌܌ϙګ䢠剭ᵵޓޗֵٽ㩾অऱ㳪䮕Δ່Օ࿓৫૾܅Ա

֏䝤ګ։ܶၦΔ༼㡕़ᩥ凝ၦΖٵ㦍Δݺ䣙ऱ

伀児儳㣣㢸㰒ࠡॺՅऱ䢑䢓伨唺ᩓ൞ऱ㠺Գ咾ݙભ伬

児儳ய࣠Ζભऱ୮ݙנΔ䥋ທٽ

㡬؆

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㭦مઔ䦡ऱ䢑ܓ䴴㢊ݾ㢜Δڶࠠޗֵࠌ

၌叿ऱشࠌ㥣ࡎΔڇ㡬؆֗ᑊ㩾ቼՀΔլ䬞ါΕݼ

䶂ۧࡉటပॿ傚سլ㢸䣈ϙ㨕ֵԷ܌ΖϘ䬘伌֏۔

ွΔઌֺ䣠伸ֵ܅૾ޗԱ位ଥࡉঅ䤧ऱڻ䀀Δਢ൞㡬؆

୮ࠠΕक़㥀児ਜΕ㧌Ε㭁䰴Ε僞哨吋Δהࠡࡉ㡬؆

৬ٙऱ່ࠋ㳪䮕Ζ،䣙אױ伲൞ऱس़吗䬈䝢ޓ

叿Նऱ࠹ࠆΚ٤֚ྥऱ㡕Ε؆㩾ቼΔᙅᅃ൞ऱ㠺ࢤ

֏児儳Δլش㩂֨位ଥࡉ䮦݅Ζઔߒ伬࣠।ࣔΔ֚ྥऱ

ֵڶΔլ㡖༼Աࠡٿ㢜㢊ݾϙ܌伨㧄Ϙ䬘伌ޗֵ

凝ऱݮ乥ࢤΔݼࣂ䭍ݼࡉᩥ֚٭ፍ傚ऱࢤ౨ΔطڢՊ
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佘ʳۥʳ㩾ʳঅ
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咊່ࠥऱڍٽ㢜ਐ䰬Δฤݾϙ㨕ֵऱ܌ছϘ䬘伌ؾ

㨕唺䰬Δ٤૿၌။ࠡ،֚ྥ㨕ֵࡉࣨچԳՠᵵچٽ

ࣨΖՕၦᄅऱ㨕唺䀀⇕Δ兓ࣔԱϘ䬘伌܌ϙऱ┛凝၌

ᆢΖϘ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵᩓףஞՕထټீऱݾ㢜䨚吿ԫ

ԱϘ䬘䴴㢊ՠ䢓ऱ່䰬ΔޗΔլ㵱䥋ທֵٵ

伌܌ϙޗֵڇ䴴㢊咗ऱ咗䪰ۯچΖ

Pannaq expands on standards currently available 

for both untreated and engineered wood products. To 

ensure utmost quality and attention to detail, rigorous 

testing standards have been established to address the 

unique functions of Pannaq. Pannaq continues to set 

industry standards in heat-treated indoor fl ooring as we 

engage in research and development efforts with a 

prestigious Canadian post-secondary education 

and research institute. 

 

At the National Center for Quality Supervision and Testing of Wood and Bamboo Products, Pannaq M was compared 

to a sample of maple solid wood fl ooring supplied locally in Beijing. Test results show that Pannaq M demonstrates 

signifi cant advantage over the local sample under conditions of high heat and moisture, with notably less swelling and 

shrinkage in these strenuous environments.

伨խ㧺㧺୮Գທࣨᩓֵࠫێ凝ၦ䷶ᅮ䱐唺խ֨䱐䳒Δ䱐䳒伬࣠।ࣔΚϘ䬘伌܌ϙ䰢ֵࣨچઌ剭Պؑچءࠇק䨩Ղ७

㱐㸀ऱࣨچΔڶડנऱ။ࢤ౨Δ֠ࠡڇ伨㧄䭍٭㻭Ε䳶৫㩾ቼՀΔϘ䬘伌܌ϙ䰢ֵऱᘉ俇ࡉᐺါ৫Პ܅Ζ
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Pannaq solid wood and fl oorings offer a natural 

improvement on untreated wood, providing enhanced 

structural capacity and resistance to damage from heat, 

moisture, decay, fungus, insects and weathering. With 

Pannaq wood, these benefi ts are now available without the 

formaldehyde or the unnatural feel of engineered products.

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵ֗ࣨچ㢑ֵޗ劓۩֚ྥऱ㢊Δࠠޗֵࠌ

ΔۧፍΕᑪ䳶ΕݼΔર㻭Εࢤऱ֡՚乥ޓڶ

Δ㡰܅ㅚܶၦظڶޓΔଢ֏ᩥ٭䭍ݼΔ֏۔ݼ

֏䝤ۆ㧦ΔਢࠡהẊ㮕ऱֵޗլֺױ㩄ऱΖ

ʳʳ

At the National Research Center of Testing Techniques for Building Materials,  Pannaq M was compared to a sample of 

engineered radiant heat fl ooring. Test results  indicate that Pannaq M has signifi cantly lower formaldehyde emissions 

than the requirements of the Chinese standard, and 500% lower than the local Beijing sample. 

ઌֺ剭Ζ䱐䳒伬࣠।ࣔΚϘ䬘伌ءऱ㱐ࣨچ䴴چٽᩓԫཱིᵵࣨچϙ䰢ֵ܌㢜խ֨ΔϘ䬘伌ݾற䳒內ޗխ㧺㧺୮৬ڇ

䨩Ղ७㱐㸀ؑچءࠇקխ㧺ֺࣨچ䴴چϙ䰢ֵ܌䰬ΙϘ䬘伌Պխ㧺㧺୮億܅ㅚ勋ֽؓ劔劔ظऱࣨچϙ䰢ֵ܌

ऱچڶࢬ䴴ࣨچΔظㅚ勋ֽؓؓ݁5נ܅ʳאՂΖ

Certifi cates 兓䢰
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As the sensitive needs of our planet become 

increasingly apparent, so do the benefi ts of living 

green. Pannaq is a naturally treated solid wood, 

and a green alternative to engineered fl ooring 

and furnishings. Pannaq has no toxic chemicals 

that can cause irritation or affect air quality, unlike 

engineered woods, which often contain high 

levels of formaldehyde. Extra ventilation is 

recommended for engineered woods, but 

this can negate energy effi ciency, cancelling 

out the benefi ts of the heated fl ooring when 

they’re needed the most. 

Pannaq natural wood and fl oorings contain up to 

500% less formaldehyde emissions than other 

options, even those that meet some of the most 

strict international standards.* Using Pannaq with 

radiant heat fl ooring or other furnishings reduces 

exposure to this harmful chemical, improving your 

health and indoor air quality. 

*Refer to graphs on page 26.10

Pannaq is the premier solid wood for the discerning 

eco-consumer, combining functionality, environmental 

harmony and exquisite custom design. Styles 

may change and personal tastes are unique, but 

sophisticated consumers know that a lifestyle investment 

must go beyond temporary fashion. With the skillful 

guidance of our design consultants, Pannaq is shaped 

into truly unique offerings in fl ooring, furniture, 

accessories and more. Your personal style becomes 

a timeless expression to be enjoyed for a lifetime.

Bring the elegance of your sustainable lifestyle to 

fruition through the timeless beauty of natural 

wood and the luxury of our bespoke creations.
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ڶޓ᪔ଖΖݾ們䪌ᑵऱ児儳咏向䣙Δ㢸儻ޢԫٙϘ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵ䣈ຟ㤤ࠠԫΔ㡰兌ਢࣨچΕ୮ࠠΕ

㪦ਢٙΔ່ٿ൞㢸䦡䶂Δࠉᅃ൞ऱრኩ児儳נ䝢ऱ䣈Δ㰒㢸ਢةլᆵٔΔشࠆױ伡سऱΖ

൞ऱ佘سۥհ㴤Δ㰒㢸ຏ㧄㡰㣠ऱ۞ྥհભ֗א؏䩯֚ՠऱ児儳䝢㨕䶂Ζ
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ϙ㨕ֵਢ٤֚܌ᩓֲଟᏺΖϘ䬘伌ޣऱಳڤֱسۥఛࣔ䯲ΔԳ䣙㢑佘ֲޣ㢑㩾ቼऱ兛چ۰ऱ䣙ݺ

ྥ࿓ݧ㢊㧄ऱֵޗΔਢࠡࡉࣨچ۶ٚה୮ࠠऱ佘ۥཙזΖϘ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵլܶᗏ֏䝤Δࠌܛᗏ

䴯Ոլ㢸䣈س㢑Օᩥڶ୭ऱढ凝Ζהࠡ܀Օڍ䀀ֵ૿ߺޗΔຟܶڶ၌䰬ऱظㅚΔشࠌאࢬ㪤ֵࠫࠄᏁ

অړߜऱຏ咾Δ܀㪤㱐㡰ጊᏺףԱ౨Δچ䴴ࣨچऱפ౨լ౨٤ݙ䦡䮢Ζ

ઔߒ兓ࣔΔϘ䬘伌܌ϙ֚ྥ㨕ֵ֗ظܶࢬࣨچㅚၦֺཏຏֵ܅ࣨچˈאՂΔ۟܅Պԫ່ࠄ䢠ࠥऱ

㧺呄䰬ଖΖʽʳشϘ䬘伌܌ϙچ䴴הࠡ֗ࣨچ୮شΔ່אױՕ࿓৫૾܅㡕ڶᩥܶၦΔ༼

़ᩥ凝ၦʳΖ

ʽ㧬儁ร26咆䨞।Ζ 11
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س䣙ऱݺᐙ㫠㷂چ㩾ቼֹᆜጊس䣙㠺Գऱݺ

凝ၦΖױ但䬞䦡Εף٤֚ྥՠΔ㡰兌ਢᎌ䦀

ऱ㡕僞Ⱀ㪦ਢᩥऱ㡬؆児ਜΔϘ䬘伌܌ϙຟ

౨ݙભắٚΖϘ䬘伌܌ϙچ䴴ڇࣨچ䢠䶂ז୮

䬈䝢რ㻭ᄊऱٵ㦍Ծ౨ઊ䶣倓౨Ζ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙࠫ୮ࠠ౨㴥່Օૻ৫०܃ٽऱ۰

㩾ቼࡉۯΖϘ䬘伌܌ϙش⃰ޓՊ㹒ࢪΕ௮Ε

ֽ䶸խ֨Δ伲൞င⃰ऱࢪ吗䬈䝢۞ྥऱᄅΔܛ

ϙ伲൞ᏺऱլ܌ΖϘ䬘伌؆ࠏ㡬؆Ոլڇشࠌ

㡖ਢ伨Նરشऱင⃰ტΔ٤֚ྥڶޓऱΕ֨㦦ڜ

ၝऱင⃰ტΖ
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Pannaq solid wood is naturally enhanced for added longevity. 

Improved structural integrity allows Pannaq to thrive in strenuous 

environments, with signifi cant resistance to warping or splitting 

compared to untreated woods.* The reduced need for 

maintenance and repair extends the lifespan of your fl ooring 

and furnishing investment, and decreases the environmental 

impact by requiring fewer natural resources. 

Pannaq’s durability allows for applications typically unsuited to 

natural wood, including radiant heat fl ooring, kitchens, bathrooms, 

spas and outdoor areas. With improved longevity and greater 

range of use, Pannaq brings a lasting connection to nature 

throughout your lifestyle.

*Refer to graphs on page 26. 19
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ܓڶઌ㢑㴈֟Δ㪤㡰ጊՈޣ䮨ऱ咢৫Δ㢑۞ྥ凹ᄭऱᏁޓ㦍㴈֟ٵΔࡎ

Պ㩾অΖ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵऱᪿ凝ࠡࠌ౨㴥䬗ޓڇش㡌ऑऱ़吗Δץਔچ䴴چ

ࣨΕ㹒ࢪΕ௮ΕௌஞࢪΔ֗א㡬؆児ਜΖޓ叿ऱشࠌ㥣ࡎΔޓ䪩吷ऱ

㢸ᩓ۞ྥ㪳२Ζڍޓڶխسڇ൞ࠌ䨜Δૃشࠌ

ʽʳ㧬儁ร26咆䨞।Ζ18

Our personal surroundings have an undeniable 

effect on our quality of life. Sustainably sourced 

and naturally treated, Pannaq creates a luxurious 

atmosphere indoors and out. Used with radiant 

heat fl ooring, it brings indulgent warmth throughout 

interiors while improving energy effi ciency. Pannaq 

is well-suited to kitchens, bathrooms and spas, 

bringing natural purity to our most comforting 

rooms – even the outdoors. With every use, the 

added comforts of longevity and eco-sensitivity 

means Pannaq provides complete peace of mind.
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Our personal surroundings have an undeniable 

effect on our quality of life. Sustainably sourced 

and naturally treated, Pannaq creates a luxurious 

atmosphere indoors and out. Used with radiant 

heat fl ooring, it brings indulgent warmth throughout 

interiors while improving energy effi ciency. Pannaq 

is well-suited to kitchens, bathrooms and spas, 

bringing natural purity to our most comforting 

rooms – even the outdoors. With every use, the 

added comforts of longevity and eco-sensitivity 

means Pannaq provides complete peace of mind.
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Pannaq solid wood is naturally enhanced for added longevity. 

Improved structural integrity allows Pannaq to thrive in strenuous 

environments, with signifi cant resistance to warping or splitting 

compared to untreated woods.* The reduced need for 

maintenance and repair extends the lifespan of your fl ooring 

and furnishing investment, and decreases the environmental 

impact by requiring fewer natural resources. 

Pannaq’s durability allows for applications typically unsuited to 

natural wood, including radiant heat fl ooring, kitchens, bathrooms, 

spas and outdoor areas. With improved longevity and greater 

range of use, Pannaq brings a lasting connection to nature 

throughout your lifestyle.

*Refer to graphs on page 26. 19
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As the sensitive needs of our planet become 

increasingly apparent, so do the benefi ts of living 

green. Pannaq is a naturally treated solid wood, 

and a green alternative to engineered fl ooring 

and furnishings. Pannaq has no toxic chemicals 

that can cause irritation or affect air quality, unlike 

engineered woods, which often contain high 

levels of formaldehyde. Extra ventilation is 

recommended for engineered woods, but 

this can negate energy effi ciency, cancelling 

out the benefi ts of the heated fl ooring when 

they’re needed the most. 

Pannaq natural wood and fl oorings contain up to 

500% less formaldehyde emissions than other 

options, even those that meet some of the most 

strict international standards.* Using Pannaq with 

radiant heat fl ooring or other furnishings reduces 

exposure to this harmful chemical, improving your 

health and indoor air quality. 

*Refer to graphs on page 26.10

Pannaq is the premier solid wood for the discerning 

eco-consumer, combining functionality, environmental 

harmony and exquisite custom design. Styles 

may change and personal tastes are unique, but 

sophisticated consumers know that a lifestyle investment 

must go beyond temporary fashion. With the skillful 

guidance of our design consultants, Pannaq is shaped 

into truly unique offerings in fl ooring, furniture, 

accessories and more. Your personal style becomes 

a timeless expression to be enjoyed for a lifetime.

Bring the elegance of your sustainable lifestyle to 

fruition through the timeless beauty of natural 

wood and the luxury of our bespoke creations.
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Pannaq solid wood and fl oorings offer a natural 

improvement on untreated wood, providing enhanced 

structural capacity and resistance to damage from heat, 

moisture, decay, fungus, insects and weathering. With 

Pannaq wood, these benefi ts are now available without the 

formaldehyde or the unnatural feel of engineered products.

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵ֗ࣨچ㢑ֵޗ劓۩֚ྥऱ㢊Δࠠޗֵࠌ

ΔۧፍΕᑪ䳶ΕݼΔર㻭Εࢤऱ֡՚乥ޓڶ

Δ㡰܅ㅚܶၦظڶޓΔଢ֏ᩥ٭䭍ݼΔ֏۔ݼ

֏䝤ۆ㧦ΔਢࠡהẊ㮕ऱֵޗլֺױ㩄ऱΖ

ʳʳ

At the National Research Center of Testing Techniques for Building Materials,  Pannaq M was compared to a sample of 

engineered radiant heat fl ooring. Test results  indicate that Pannaq M has signifi cantly lower formaldehyde emissions 

than the requirements of the Chinese standard, and 500% lower than the local Beijing sample. 

ઌֺ剭Ζ䱐䳒伬࣠।ࣔΚϘ䬘伌ءऱ㱐ࣨچ䴴چٽᩓԫཱིᵵࣨچϙ䰢ֵ܌㢜խ֨ΔϘ䬘伌ݾற䳒內ޗխ㧺㧺୮৬ڇ
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ऱچڶࢬ䴴ࣨچΔظㅚ勋ֽؓؓ݁5נ܅ʳאՂΖ

Certifi cates 兓䢰
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佘ʳۥʳ㩾ʳঅ

8

咊່ࠥऱڍٽ㢜ਐ䰬Δฤݾϙ㨕ֵऱ܌ছϘ䬘伌ؾ

㨕唺䰬Δ٤૿၌။ࠡ،֚ྥ㨕ֵࡉࣨچԳՠᵵچٽ

ࣨΖՕၦᄅऱ㨕唺䀀⇕Δ兓ࣔԱϘ䬘伌܌ϙऱ┛凝၌

ᆢΖϘ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵᩓףஞՕထټீऱݾ㢜䨚吿ԫ

ԱϘ䬘䴴㢊ՠ䢓ऱ່䰬ΔޗΔլ㵱䥋ທֵٵ

伌܌ϙޗֵڇ䴴㢊咗ऱ咗䪰ۯچΖ

Pannaq expands on standards currently available 

for both untreated and engineered wood products. To 

ensure utmost quality and attention to detail, rigorous 

testing standards have been established to address the 

unique functions of Pannaq. Pannaq continues to set 

industry standards in heat-treated indoor fl ooring as we 

engage in research and development efforts with a 

prestigious Canadian post-secondary education 

and research institute. 

 

At the National Center for Quality Supervision and Testing of Wood and Bamboo Products, Pannaq M was compared 

to a sample of maple solid wood fl ooring supplied locally in Beijing. Test results show that Pannaq M demonstrates 

signifi cant advantage over the local sample under conditions of high heat and moisture, with notably less swelling and 

shrinkage in these strenuous environments.

伨խ㧺㧺୮Գທࣨᩓֵࠫێ凝ၦ䷶ᅮ䱐唺խ֨䱐䳒Δ䱐䳒伬࣠।ࣔΚϘ䬘伌܌ϙ䰢ֵࣨچઌ剭Պؑچءࠇק䨩Ղ७

㱐㸀ऱࣨچΔڶડנऱ။ࢤ౨Δ֠ࠡڇ伨㧄䭍٭㻭Ε䳶৫㩾ቼՀΔϘ䬘伌܌ϙ䰢ֵऱᘉ俇ࡉᐺါ৫Პ܅Ζ
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Acceptable Levels of Formaldehyde Emission for Hardwood Flooring
㨕ֵࣨچϘظㅚ勋ၦϙऱױ൷ૃ࠹䨜ֺ剭

FORMALDEHYDE EMISSION (PPM) ࿏ֵࣨچऱظㅚױ൷ֽؓ࠹ऱඈၦ

U.S. 
OSHA
ભ㧺侴䢓٤ڜᩓ
ൈጥݝऱઌ
䤤䰬

U.S. ANSI
ભ㧺㧺୮䰬㣇
㢸ऱઌ䤤䰬

JAPAN JIS/JAS 
ϩϩϩϩ

JIS/JAS䰬ءֲ

EUROPE E0
㩚䰬ʳE0

CHINA E0
խ㧺䰬E0

CHINA E1
խ㧺䰬E1

PANNAQ M
Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙM

RADIANT HEAT 
FLOORING
ཏຏچ䴴ࣨچ

1.5.60.300.0 .90 1.2
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INTERIOR

Pannaq is ideal for a wide range of applications in your 

sustainable lifestyle. Our solid Canadian wood is suitable 

as radiant heat fl ooring to provide indulgent and effi cient 

heat in every room. With improved structural integrity 

compared to untreated wood, Pannaq demonstrates less 

warping or splitting when used as fl ooring, furniture and 

other custom items. The natural treatment provides a 

greener option than engineered woods. Additionally, our 

world-class designers combine your personal style 

with creative expertise to ensure you get the perfect 

design solution for your home.

EXTERIOR

Our patented heat treatment provides exceptional 

longevity, withstanding the wear and tear of outdoor use 

and exposure to the elements. Pannaq is resistant to 

most fungal and insect attacks, reducing the need for the 

frequent maintenance and repair seen with traditional 

lumber. An elegant solution for your exterior living spaces, 

Pannaq can be used as decking, cladding, fencing, or as 

furniture and other outdoor structures. Bring your living 

space into nature with the confi dence of green materials, 

personalized style and the durability necessary 

to provide a lifetime of enjoyment.

WATER

Kitchens, bathrooms and spas provide sanctuary in our 

daily lives. Natural wood’s purity and comfort are a 

perfect fi t for these important rooms. Yet warping and 

deterioration are a common concern, and repair or 

replacement can be wasteful and costly. Pannaq 

solid wood features naturally enhanced structural 

capacity, with noticeably less swelling or shrinkage 

due to heat and humidity. This durability provides a truly 

sustainable solution without the chemical emissions 

of engineered woods. 

㡕

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙਢױ但䦡୶ऱسֱ່ڤუऱ㳪䮕Δڢ

ஞՕ䣈ऱ㨕ֵΔ倓仿ף䣙ݺ吗Ζ़ش㷂Პࠡ㡌ऑऱ䬗ڶ

౨Δཋ䴴ᲞࠋΔॺൄ⃰ٽچ䴴ࣨچΖᩓآ伨㢊ऱ

ᪿऱ伬Ე乥ޓڶϙ㨕ֵ䮑܌ஞՕϘ䬘伌ףઌֺΔޗֵ

ΔຟֵࠫהΕ୮ࠠΔ㪦ਢࠡࣨچ䴴چΔլጥਢࢤ

Პ֟נ䶂侣ڴΕ䬞ါ䶂ွΖ伈֚ྥऱ㢊㧄࿓ࠌϘ䬘

伌܌ϙګ䢠剭ᵵޓޗֵٽ㩾অऱ㳪䮕Δ່Օ࿓৫૾܅Ա

֏䝤ګ։ܶၦΔ༼㡕़ᩥ凝ၦΖٵ㦍Δݺ䣙ऱ

伀児儳㣣㢸㰒ࠡॺՅऱ䢑䢓伨唺ᩓ൞ऱ㠺Գ咾ݙભ伬

児儳ய࣠Ζભऱ୮ݙנΔ䥋ທٽ

㡬؆

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㭦مઔ䦡ऱ䢑ܓ䴴㢊ݾ㢜Δڶࠠޗֵࠌ

၌叿ऱشࠌ㥣ࡎΔڇ㡬؆֗ᑊ㩾ቼՀΔլ䬞ါΕݼ

䶂ۧࡉటပॿ傚سլ㢸䣈ϙ㨕ֵԷ܌ΖϘ䬘伌֏۔

ွΔઌֺ䣠伸ֵ܅૾ޗԱ位ଥࡉঅ䤧ऱڻ䀀Δਢ൞㡬؆

୮ࠠΕक़㥀児ਜΕ㧌Ε㭁䰴Ε僞哨吋Δהࠡࡉ㡬؆

৬ٙऱ່ࠋ㳪䮕Ζ،䣙אױ伲൞ऱس़吗䬈䝢ޓ

叿Նऱ࠹ࠆΚ٤֚ྥऱ㡕Ε؆㩾ቼΔᙅᅃ൞ऱ㠺ࢤ

֏児儳Δլش㩂֨位ଥࡉ䮦݅Ζઔߒ伬࣠।ࣔΔ֚ྥऱ

ֵڶΔլ㡖༼Աࠡٿ㢜㢊ݾϙ܌伨㧄Ϙ䬘伌ޗֵ

凝ऱݮ乥ࢤΔݼࣂ䭍ݼࡉᩥ֚٭ፍ傚ऱࢤ౨ΔطڢՊ

㭒ޗֵۥ㧄৫ګ咭ޓۥऱ䱀֚ྥֵޗΔޓ༼֒Ա儆

儉ტ࠹ʳΖ

ʳֽʳʳʳ

㹒ࢪΕ䦈௮ֽࡉ䶸խ֨ਢݺ䣙ֲൄسխլࢨױऱ

䨩ࢬΖإਢڂ䢠ࠡૹࢤΔഄࡉ٤֚ྥڶင⃰ऱ僞ଥֵ

㪤㱐ڇ൦ཏຏֵறΔױΖΔթ౨ᩓ㪤㱐ऱ㩾ቼઌޗ

ऱ䳶㩾ቼՀΔৰ୲㬓ڴ䦣ݮΔ侂شࠌ㥣ࡎΔ位ଥ

Δٿϙ㨕ֵ伨㧄㢊܌凮ΖϘ䬘伌䮨࣓凪ۖޓ

Աֵ܅ऱയ৫Δ䯲ထ૾ޗऱ伬ᲔΔ༼ԱֵޗԱֵޏ

൞࣠ڕ䶂ᘉ俇֗ᐺါऱ䶂ွΖנ㻭䳶㩾ቼՀڇޗ

լუڇ㪤Ẋ㩾ቼڶشࠌ૿ߺ֏䝤ۆऱֵޗΔ߷ՇΔ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵ༉ਢ൞່ࠋऱ㳪䮕Ζ
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Pannaq M compared to untreated maple in high-humidity conditions, over a 24-hour period 
䦣ֺ剭ݮऱࣨچ伨㢊㧄ऱ֚ྥ䰢ֵآMᩓ܌䳶৫㦕ٙՀΔ䬘伌ڇ

ʻڇ၌㧄24՛㦍ऱ㦍吗㡕儂䳒ʼ

Pannaq M compared to untreated maple in high-heat conditions, over a 24-hour period 
䦣ֺ剭ʳݮऱࣨچ伨㢊㧄ऱ֚ྥ䰢ֵآMᩓ܌㻭৫㦕ٙՀΔ䬘伌ڇ

ʻڇ၌㧄24՛㦍ऱ㦍吗㡕儂䳒ʼ
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Pannaq natural solid wood 
and fl oorings offer: 

High dimensional stability 
Biological and decay resistance 
Hardwood alternative 
Engineered wood alternative
Sustainable sourcing
Natural heat treatment
Non-toxicity
Custom design

ROOTS

Pannaq is a modern solution to wood fl ooring 

and furnishing, incorporating function and bespoke 

design with environmental consideration at every 

stage of its life cycle.

Sourced from Canadian FSC certifi ed forests, Pannaq 

solid wood is locally harvested and naturally treated 

through our proprietary heating technique. Decades of 

research have proven the benefi ts of heat-treated natural 

wood, resulting in wide acceptance throughout North 

America and Europe.

Pannaq is a clear alternative to chemically treated or 

other processed lumber, even among green options. 

Through our continuous innovative research and 

development, it sets the standard for ecologically 

harmonious living.

LIFE

Pannaq’s natural origins make it suitable for any 

surface in our everyday life. From the warm luxury of 

radiant fl ooring to the intricate beauty of kitchen 

accessories, the purity of natural materials is now 

available wherever desired.

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ٤֚ྥ㨕ֵ֗ࣨچऱ࠱။凝Κʳ

伬Ე乥ࢤʳ

䦣凝֗ፍ䴬ʳݼ

۶࿏ֵٚזཙױ

ޗՠ㧄ऱֵף۶ٚזཙױ

但७ٕʳױ

٤֚ྥ䴴㢊ݾ㢜ʳʳ

㡰୭ʳ

児儳ࠫױ

७ٕʳ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵਢ䶂ֵࠫז୮ࠠ֗ࣨچऱ່ছऎ䣈Ζ

،լ܀伬ٽԱԳࢤ֏ऱפࠫ౨児儳Δࡌࡎسࠡڇޓཚ

ऱޢԫ㠺呂ຟᘜԵ㢑位䮍佘ۥ㩾অऱە傕Ζʳʳ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵ७ٕՊףஞՕ伨طཤࣥጥࡡ䦱㢸ʳ(FSC)

儶兓ऱཤࣥΔ伨㧄ݺ䣙䴴ףՠݾ㢜㢊ΖϘ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕

ֵ䴴㢊ݾ㢜伨㧄䀀ԼڣऱઔߒΔࠡݾ㢜㧦ࠩཏሙ

儶ױʳΔקભ֗㩚ڰچٺբ㡌ऑ൷ڢ࠹䬗شΔ،৬مԱ

Պ㢑ൈ㪦ਢ㩾অऱנऱᄅ䰬Ζ㡰兌ਢس冢ࡉྥ۞

ऱ㳪䮕Ζࠋϙ㨕ֵຟਢ່܌傕ʳΔϘ䬘伌ە

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙਢԫẊ౨㴥ז࠷֏䝤ፍֵ֗ࠡޗֵࢤޏה

ऱ佘ۥ㩾অ㳪䮕Ζຏ㧄ݺ䣙լ㵱ऱ䥋ᄅઔࡉߒ䦡୶Δ،

䢠س䬾֗ࡉ冢س児مԱᄅऱ䰬Ζ

䬗ش

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ٤֚ྥ۞נऱ㭠Δش⃰ࠡࠌՊֲൄسٚ

۶䪾૿Ζ㡘ᎌ䦀ऱچ䴴ࠩࣨچጲભऱ㹒ࠫࢪΔუڇش

ୌߺ༉ڇشୌߺΔঅ兓٤ڜΖʳ

ࠫऱԳՓسۥ佘ϙ㪦ીԺՊ䢠ശ܌㦍ΔϘ䬘伌ٵ

児儳儳٪Ζ㡰兌ਢࣨچΕ୮ࠠΕشൄֲࢨΔ㩾অრ

兘ऱسֱڤຟڢլრ࠺ထ㥯㢑㠺ࢤऱಳޣΖݺ䣙

Life Cycle ࡌࡎسཚ
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Interior

Exterior

& Water

4

Pannaq is a highly personalized form of expression for the 

discerning taste of the modern eco-consumer. Through 

individual consultation with our accomplished designers, 

Pannaq fl ooring and furnishings are custom-tailored to 

your specifi c tastes; an artistic yet practical contribution 

to your environment.

AGING

In addition to its natural beauty and boutique design, 

Pannaq is a structurally enhanced alternative to untreated 

lumber. Its resistance to damage from heat and humidity 

makes Pannaq suitable for areas typically incompatible 

with untreated wood. This includes radiant heat and other 

fl oorings, and for use in saunas, bathrooms and kitchens.

Resistance to wear and tear also protects the lifespan 

of your Pannaq wood, preventing the excessive 

maintenance, repair and replacement seen with traditional 

wood furnishings. This prevents waste of both time and 

resources, making your investment in green living viable, 

long-term, and economical.

RETURN

Pannaq refl ects the personal expression of green 

living – the decision to function harmoniously with nature, 

and cultivate surroundings in tune with the environment. 

With the entire cycle kept in mind throughout 

development, Pannaq’s fundamentally green nature 

enables it to return gracefully to the earth. It is completely 

biodegradable, or consumable as a non-toxic fuel.

ծ༄ڶΔ䮑ߺ咗֏ࢤ㠺ࡉ們㢜Εՠ䢓ڇऱ児儳㣣䣙ߐ

伨唺Δ൞אױԫ㢑ԫچᩓה䣙㦛ຏΔਊᅃ൞ऱ࠺Δ児

儳נਝ㨕شԾ們㢜ऱ䣈Ζ

㥣ࡎ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙೈԱ䮑ڶ۞ྥऱભტ֗࠱။ऱ児儳հ؆Δࠡ

ֵ凝伬ᲔՈ၌הࠡנẊ㮕ऱֵޗΖݼ㻭Εݼᑪ䳶Ε

ፍᔽऱ㭠ΔشאױࠡࠌՊڍẊ㡢Δ㪤ਢࠡޗֵה

Εޭ௮ࢪΕௌஞ௮Ε㹒ࣨچ䴴چڕլ౨ࠩऱΔֺࢬ

吗Ζ㢑Պֽధ݅ࢤऱ㭠ΔࠌϘ䬘伌܌ϙګ䢠Ա㡬

؆ٖ吕Ε㭦ֵۣΕํ䱅Εٖ吕৫㤤ኀ僞哨Δ۟ٺẊ

劑㣅ٖ吕児ਜऱԫẊუ㳪䮕ΖࠡᘞۥΕᔽፍࡉ

ױ֗א吕児ਜ䬈伲൞叿Նऱ唺ΔٖࠄঅԱ㪤┛ࢤۧ

但سֱڤऱ࠹ࠆΖ

䨜Δૃشࠌϙऱ܌㱐䮃ՕԱϘ䬘伌ٵΔڴށݼࡉ֏۔ݼ

ᩓ䣠伸ֵޗઌֺΔՕՕ㴈֟Ա位䮍位ଥޓ䮨ऱ凮شΔਝ

倓ઊ㦍吗Ծ倓仿凹ᄭΔח൞ऱދ凹ढࢬڶଖΖ

گڃ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙז।㷂㠺֗ࢤ佘سۥֱڤऱ㳪䮕ΫΫᩓ۞

ྥઌ㣇冕Δᩓ㩾ቼઌ⃰䬗ΖʳϘ䬘伌܌ϙ۞۟ࡨ伡凤䬲٤

֚ྥऱΔ٤佘ءۥ凝ګࠡࠌ䢠່֨ױऱگڃढΖ

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ䣈ऱᖞ㠺ࡌࡎسཚΚ㡘Ẋཬࠩس䣈Δ٦ࠩ

但䦡୶ױΔຟ凤ઠԱ။ऱگڃױ٤ݙ伡伬㦍ऱشࠌ

䢠ֵ܂ढ૾ᇞΔسױۍ։ۍچΖ،㢩劓Ւࢤ䬾㩾অسࡉ

୭勋ढΖڶᗏ䴯䥉㡰ԫ䢖ޗ
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但ױࡉྥ۞ભΕش劑چࢤ䣙䨪ॾΚ䥋ທݺ

䝢ʳΖآऱړભףޓנறΔؘ㰒Ეޗऱشࠌ
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Qijuk Design Innovations supports eco-responsibility by 

developing lifestyle solutions for the green consumer. 

As a Canadian company, we are inspired by the natural 

beauty and creative culture of our home and are 

committed to sharing our sustainable creations with 

like-minded people everywhere.

Pannaq is sustainably sourced Canadian wood, 

heat-treated for signifi cant structural and aesthetic 

benefi t, fashioned into fl ooring, furniture and accessories. 

Pannaq is custom-tailored by our top designers, 

meticulously selected from Europe and around 

the world to create truly personalized green solutions. 

ΔીԺՊԳᩓ۞ྥ凹Նύ児儳䥋ᄅֆ͊ױஞՕόף

ᄭհ吗ऱࡉ冢ᩓؓᘝΔאಳڼڇޣഗ丨Ղ৬ޓم㨕呄Ε

但ױࡉޣ䣈Δଫ咏凮ृऱᏁسזભऱ䶂ݙޓ

䦡୶ऱ᪔ଖΖףஞՕભऱ۞ྥ咾ࡉ٠㭦ऱԳ

֮咾ൣᖿ䦡Աݺ䣙ऱ㦦ტΖݺ䣙ኩრ㰒㪤ࠄ䣈Δ։

ऱ֖ࣛ䣙Ζٵ㷂٥ڶ䣙ݺࡉڶࢬ伲٤ࠆ

ʳϘ䬘伌܌ϙֵޗ७ٕ۞ףஞՕױ但䬞䦡ऱཤࣥ

凹ᄭΔຏ㧄䴴㢊ݾ㢜Δ༼Աֵޗऱ伬Ე㺉ࡉࢤભ

儂ய࣠Δ咾ᣇ٤Ζ⃰شՊࠠڶ䶂זۯऱ୮ࠠΕچ

ࣨΕ֗אس䣈Ζ䝢۞㩚֗چٺऱߐ児儳

㣣䨚吿Δ㢸㰒൞ऱ佘سۥհ㴤䦣ݙګભ䶂㨕Ζ

We believe in the creative use of beautiful, 

natural and sustainable materials. 

2

Qijuk Design Innovations Inc. is based in Toronto, 

Canada, and dedicated to the development of unique 

lifestyle solutions for the discerning eco-consumer. 

Founded through a partnering of expert minds in 

business and design with a mutual interest in green 

technology, Qijuk is rooted in sustainable values. Our aim 

is to promote the protection of our environment through 

the responsible and innovative use of natural materials, 

and to cultivate an appreciation of our natural world 

through eco-sensitive, inspiring, yet practical design. 

Through the development of beautiful, practical solutions 

for the green-minded consumer, Qijuk supports the global 

shift towards green living. Pannaq solid wood technology 

uses the benefi t of natural heat treatment to enhance 

sustainably sourced Canadian lumber. The intelligent 

alternative to untreated woods or chemically processed 

materials, Pannaq serves as an ideal medium for creating 

personally tailored fl ooring and furnishings for the 

sustainable lifestyle consumer.

ό͊ױՆύ児儳䥋ᄅֆ䭇ຝۯՊףஞՕڍ䣥ڍΖݺ䣙

ીԺՊ䦡୶ࡉං㡌ױ但شࠌऱ㩾অ䣈ࡉʳϘ佘سۥ䬾

凮ϙΔʳຏ㧄ᩓࠠڶઌٵ佘ۥ㩾অ儂ऱ䢓ᲔΕ

䝤㢜䨚ࡉ児儳䢑୮܂ٽΔԺٽڇޣࡉشࠌঅ䮍ੴ凪۞

ྥ凹ᄭऱٵ㦍Δچړޓ䢠佘ۥऱ䶂سזࣚ䥜Ζ

யڶ㢑۞ྥ㩾ቼڇمऱ䥋ᄅΔຟਢ৬ڶࢬ册ਢΚࢭ䣙ऱݺ

অ䮍ऱഗ丨ՂΖ

פګࡉཕᐝش凮Δۥං۩佘ࡉ䰬ਢΚ位䮍ؾ䣙ऱݺ

ऱᄗΔݺނ䣙ऱ䣈ᘜԵࠩԳ䣙سٺ㠺ߡᆵΔࠡח㡰

㢊լڇΔ㡰劔ؗ㨜Ζ

伨ࠌ䬾ൈ༛㩾ΔԾ౨سՊܓڶਝנਢΚ䥋ທࡎࠌ䣙ऱݺ

䳕但ࢤߜ䦡୶ऱ֊㨕ױ۩ऱᇞ㢾ֱூΔ儻߷ࠄᩓݺ䣙ڶ

㷂سٵ٥䬾რ兘ऱᆢΔլጥਢ㠺ԳΔ㪦ਢֆΔຟ౨։

凝ၦࠩ༼֒Ζس䣙ऱהࠌ䣙ऱ䥋ທΔݺࠆ
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TORONTO

Qijuk Design Innovations Inc. 

One Dundas Street West, Suite 2500 

Toronto, ON, Canada 

M5G 1Z3

Phone: +1 416 593 8021

Fax: +1 416 204 1939

info@qijuk.com

HONG KONG

Qijuk Design Innovations (Asia-Pacifi c) Ltd.

20/F One International Finance Centre, 

Suite 08 

1 Harbour View Street, Central 

Hong Kong

Phone: +852 2824 8504

Fax: +852 3669 8008

info@qijuk.com

STOCKHOLM

Qijuk Design Innovations A.B.

Stureplan 4C, 4th fl oor

Stockholm, 114 35

Sweden

Phone: +46 (0)8 463 10 43

Fax: +46 (0)8 463 10 10 

info@qijuk.com
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䭇ຝ֗ભ㡢։ຝ
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ՕฃઊΔڜΔؑڍ䣥ڍ

ஞՕף

劬佯ΚM5G 1Z3

䶣兯Κ+1 416 593 8021 

䣠టΚ+1 416 204 1939

info@qijuk.com
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㧺呄८ᘜխ֨ԫཚΔ2008

ཽནဩ˄㢆Δխ㩾

ଉཽ

䶣兯ˍʳ+852 2824 8504

䣠టˍʳ+852 3669 8008

info@qijuk.com 

ཎᐚୂ㢒ᐰ

ό͊ױՆύʳ児儳䥋ᄅֆΔ㩚㡢։ຝ

ཎ㤙䢧㡌䨩4CΔ䀊
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ᅗࠢ

劬佯Κ114 35

䶣兯ˍʳ+46 (0)8 463 10 43

䣠టˍʳ+46 (0)8 463 10 10

info@qijuk.com

TM

Qijuk and Pannaq are Trademarks for Qijuk Design Innovations Inc.Ϙ͊ױՆϙࡉϘ䬘伌܌ϙ݁䢠ءֆࣹ㡸䰬Δ࠹ऄ৳অ䮍Δॿ䰏ؘߒΖ32

 2 Benefi ts 㭠

 4 Interior, Exterior, Water 㡕ʳ͊ʳ㡬؆ʳ͊ʳֽ

 8 Green 佘ۥ㩾অ

 12 Comfort င⃰

 16 Longevity રش

 20 Sophisticated ጲྈ

 24 Certifi cates 兓䢰

 26 Graphs 䀀⇕

 28 Life Cycle ࡌࡎسཚ

 31 Company ֆ亞տ

 32 Contact 侶ݺߓ䣙

Pannaq is sustainably harvested, Canadian 
solid wood and fl oorings, naturally heat- 
treated for enhanced beauty, durability and 
performance.

Ϙ䬘伌܌ϙ㨕ֵ֗ࣨچΚٕ۞ףஞՕױ但䬞䦡

ऱཤࣥΔ伨㧄֚ྥ䴴ףՠݾ㢜Δ㥣ޓࡎ叿Δפ౨

ભტΖʳࠠޓ။Δ؆儂࠱ޓ
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